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all 5 photos. See All 5. Verified by Business. Suspension Services. Battery Services. Engine
Repair. Brake Services. Classic Cars. Oil Change. Transmission Repair. Business owner
information. Jeffrey R. Business Owner. We also offer Fleet Services. Diagnose - We have the
most up to date diagnosis tools to quickly identify your vehicle's needs, including tire pressure
monitoring system repair TPMS. Repair- Our skilled technicians are able to take care of all of
you automotive needs. We take care of everything from a burnt out blub to the most
sophisticated repairs on all type of vehicles. If there is something else that is not listed here, we
probably do that too. Just give us a call!! Tacoma, WA Serving Tacoma Area. Ask a question.
Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn
more. One of the best Automotive shops I have ever been to. Jeff took 30 min, diagnosed my
Mercedes 4matic transmission issue, test drove it twice, ran it through his computer to reset the
transmission, and told me to go to Lakewood Transmission in town to get it fixed. I will be
sending all my vehicles: Mercedes, Porsche, Mini to these guys! Thanks so much! Great place
to go, knowledgeable and price is reasonable. Went in for a power window that quit working.
Turns out it was a simple fix of a plug coming loose. They fixed it and sent me on my way.
Personally, I think I was undercharged for their time. Will definitely be coming back! This guy
was awesome! I got referred by a friend and called about a check engine light being on and got
me in the next day. Only took 15 minutes for him to figure out the issue and wasn't charged a
thing. My mother will be taking her Mercedes to get a tune up as well. Thank you again! From
little fix, to 2 weeks projects they always communicate, and take their position extremely
seriousness professional. Dan and Jeff to the rescue again. My linkage went out on my Saturn.
Jeff and Dan had fabricated a part that they guarantee will hold -- because Saturn is out of
business and parts of this nature are hard to find. They took just a day to do it. Whether or not
yelp publishes this review, thanks guys! I have known about this repair shop for several years.
When I got a quote from another shop, I went to Fleetline to find out what their offer would be.
Although it recently came under new management, the new owners seemed to have the
blessing of the founder, Ron. Jeff and his crew replaced my water pump and valve cover
gaskets at a 25 percent less than their competitor in University Place. They did a thorough and
timely job. And when I was leaving, Jeff noticed that one of my tail lights was out, and replaced
it free of charge. Automotive repair is expensive. If you need the job done right at a reasonable
price, this is the place to go. I highly recommend their services. Read more. My family has been
going here for years. I recently took my white Saturn SL2 to be repaired. They replaced a belt
tensioner assembly that was broken and replaced a cracked engine coolant temperature sensor,
which had caused my car to nearly stall when accelerating from a stop. Preston was the one
who did the fine work. Jeff is amazing! I took my boyfriend to pick up his car there awhile back
his family has used Jeff for years and decided to leave mine to have some work done that a
prior mechanic told me I needed. Jeff called the next day to tell me nothing was wrong with my
car!! His honesty proves he runs a solid business with integrity and genuine care for his
customers. They gained a valued customer in me, that's for sure! I had an amazing experience
with Fleetline, everyone was very professional and I couldn't have asked for better overall
service. I will have all of my vehicles repaired here and would highly recommend Fleetline.
Thanks Jeff. I got referred to this place by a friend, my car had the check engine light on and I
had to get my emissions test done. Jeff figured out the issue with my car and fixed it for good
pricing, they know there stuff here and I would defiantly come back and would highly
recommended this shop! Still super impressed. Awesome place. Always so helpful. Usually with
my car if I go anywhere else I leave upset, these guys always make my day better. I would give
them 10 stars if I could! Finding a trustworthy mechanic is hard. A friend told me about these
guys and I'm so so glad he did. They will explain exactly what everything is and means, they will
show you what's wrong not just tell you. They did a diagnostics for me for free the dealership
charges I think These guys know what they're doing. I don't trust a lot of people with my car, I
will probably never go anywhere else. Emailed them inquiring about specific modifications on
my Dodge Ram and was told that they could do the work and to bring it by the shop. When I told
them about the emails and that I was directed to bring my truck in, they told me that they don't
do that kind of work that I described in the email. What a colossal waste of time these guys are.
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Mercedes 4matic transmission issue, test drove it twice, ran it through his computer to reset the
transmission, and told me to go to Lakewood Transmission in town to get it fixed. I will be
sending all my vehicles: Mercedes, Porsche, Mini to these guys! Thanks so much! Great place
to go, knowledgeable and price is reasonable. Went in for a power window that quit working.
Turns out it was a simple fix of a plug coming loose. They fixed it and sent me on my way.
Personally, I think I was undercharged for their time. Will definitely be coming back! This guy
was awesome! I got referred by a friend and called about a check engine light being on and got
me in the next day. Only took 15 minutes for him to figure out the issue and wasn't charged a
thing. My mother will be taking her Mercedes to get a tune up as well. Thank you again! From
little fix, to 2 weeks projects they always communicate, and take their position extremely
seriousness professional. Dan and Jeff to the rescue again. My linkage went out on my Saturn.
Jeff and Dan had fabricated a part that they guarantee will hold -- because Saturn is out of
business and parts of this nature are hard to find. They took just a day to do it. Whether or not
yelp publishes this review, thanks guys! I have known about this repair shop for several years.
When I got a quote from another shop, I went to Fleetline to find out what their offer would be.
Although it recently came under new management, the new owners seemed to have the
blessing of the founder, Ron. Jeff and his crew replaced my water pump and valve cover
gaskets at a 25 percent less than their competitor in University Place. They did a thorough and
timely job. And when I was leaving, Jeff noticed that one of my tail lights was out, and replaced
it free of charge. Automotive repair is expensive. If you need the job done right at a reasonable
price, this is the place to go. I highly recommend their services. Read more. My family has been
going here for years. I recently took my white Saturn SL2 to be repaired. They replaced a belt
tensioner assembly that was broken and replaced a cracked engine coolant temperature sensor,
which had caused my car to nearly stall when accelerating from a stop. Preston was the one
who did the fine work. Jeff is amazing! I took my boyfriend to pick up his car there awhile back
his family has used Jeff for years and decided to leave mine to have some work done that a
prior mechanic told me I needed. Jeff called the next day to tell me nothing was wrong with my
car!! His honesty proves he runs a solid business with integrity and genuine care for his
customers. They gained a valued customer in me, that's for sure! I had an amazing experience
with Fleetline, everyone was very professional and I couldn't have asked for better overall
service. I will have all of my vehicles repaired here and would highly recommend Fleetline.
Thanks Jeff. I got referred to this place by a friend, my car had the check engine light on and I
had to get my emissions test done. Jeff figured out the issue with my car and fixed it for good
pricing, they know there stuff here and I would defiantly come back and would highly
recommended this shop! Still super impressed. Awesome place. Always so helpful. Usually with
my car if I go anywhere else I leave upset, these guys always make my day better. I would give
them 10 stars if I could! Finding a trustworthy mechanic is hard. A friend told me about these
guys and I'm so so glad he did. They will explain exactly what everything is and means, they will
show you what's wrong not just tell you. They did a diagnostics for me for free the dealership
charges I think These guys know what they're doing. I don't trust a lot of people with my car, I
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